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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:

• Stamps: Artfully Layered (157752), Artfully Layered Bundle (157761), Flowing Flowers (157880)
• Inks: Evening Evergreen (155576)
• Cardstock: Evening Evergreen (155574), Just Jade (153079), Basic White (159276)
• Designer Paper: Artfully Composed (157750)
• Accessories: Evening Evergreen 3/8" Open Weave Ribbon (155573)
• Tools: Stampin' Cut & Emboss Machine (149653), Tropical Layer Dies (157760), Paper Trimmer (152392), Paper Snips (103579),

         Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755)
• Miscellaneous: White Board backing from a pack of SU DSP, Pad of paper measuring 5" x 3 1/2" (2 pads from a 5 pack purchased at 

Dollar Tree used here), Ink Pen, 



INSTRUCTIONS:

1. From a White Board backing from a pack of DSP cut a piece 8 5/8" x 5 1/4".  On the long side score at 4 1/8", 4 1/2" & 4 7/8".  On the   
    short side cut between the shorelines 1 1/2" from booth sides.

       

2. Cut the following pieces of CS : Evening Evergreen (1) 4 1/8 x 5 1/4" & (1) 3 3/4" x 5 1/4", Just Jade (2) 3 3/4" x 5 1/4", Basic White  
   (1) 2 3/4" x 3/4".  Stamp the "Just A Note" sentiment on the Basic White strip in Evening Evergreen.
   

       

3. Cut the following from the DSP: (2) 3 1/2" x 5", and (1) 3 1/2" x 2 1/2". Backside of DSP (1) 3/4" x 2 1/4".

       

4. Using the DSP pictured use the Leaf outline stamp and Evening Evergreen Ink stamp the outline around one of the leaves.  Then using 
    the Die Cut Machine and matching Die cut it out.  Also cut out a different leaf from the other DSP used earlier.

       

5. Glue the Evening Evergreen pieces to the outside of the base. (If there is any wording on your base be sure and have it on the inside.)  
    The wider piece is for the back.  Also glue the small piece of DSP as shown.  (If you have trouble with this piece staying in place try 
    cutting it in two pieces and adhering it that way between the shorelines.

       

6. Push the two outside flaps down and pull the inside flap out on the binding side.  This can be glued down if you wish.

       

7.  Glue the two Just Jade pieces to the inside.  Adhere the pocket and two of the stack of five notebooks or a notebook of similar size in 
     place.  You can add a 3/8" x 5 1/4" strip of DSP to the side of the notebook if you didn't glue the edges down.

       

8. On outside wrap a 24" piece of the Evening Evergreen Ribbon around the notebook cover and glue the two DSP pieces over the ribbon,  
    holding it in place.

                            

9. Glue the leaves and sentiment to the front of your notebook cover.  Slide a pen into the holder on the side and your project is 
    complete.  For any questions feel free to email me at www.tjdstampsalot@yahoo.com
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